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A B S T R A C T
Understanding the meaning of abstract mathematical symbols is a cornerstone of arithmetic learning in children.
Studies have long focused on the role of spatial intuitions in the processing of numerals. However, it has been
argued that such intuitions may also underlie symbols that convey fundamental arithmetic concepts, such as
arithmetic operators. In the present cross-sectional study, we used fMRI to investigate how and when associa-
tions between arithmetic operators and brain regions processing spatial information emerge in children from 3rd
to 10th grade. We found that the mere perception of a ‘+’ sign elicited grade-related increases of spatial activity
in the right hippocampus. That is, merely perceiving ‘+’ signs – without any operands – elicited enhanced
hippocampal activity after around 7th grade (12–13 years old). In these children, hippocampal activity in re-
sponse to a ‘+’ sign was further correlated with the degree to which calculation performance was facilitated by
the preview of that sign before an addition problem, an effect termed operator-priming. Grade-related increases
of hippocampal spatial activity were operation-specific because they were not observed with ‘×’ signs, which
might evoke rote retrieval rather than numerical manipulation. Our study raises the possibility that hippocampal
spatial mechanisms help build associations between some arithmetic operators and space throughout age and/or
education.
1. Introduction
Humans are unique in their ability to represent abstract mathema-
tical concepts by culturally invented symbols, such as Arabic numerals
and arithmetic signs. Because these symbols are arbitrary, learning the
relationship between their identity and the concept they represent is a
challenge during early math education in children. Most prior studies
have focused on the mechanisms supporting the acquisition of symbols
representing numerical quantities (Piazza et al., 2007; Ansari 2008;
Holloway and Ansari 2009; Lyons and Ansari 2009; Mundy and Gilmore
2009). However, efficient processing of symbols that convey funda-
mental arithmetic concepts (i.e., operators) may be an important and
largely neglected aspect of arithmetic skills. This is suggested by the
operator-priming effect (Roussel et al., 2002; Fayol and Thevenot 2012;
Mathieu et al., 2017), whereby the anticipated presentation of a ‘+’ or
‘-’ sign 150 ms before a single-digit addition or subtraction problem
facilitates problem-solving in adults.
What aspect of the processing of an operator may cause the operator-
priming effect in adults? A first possibility is that an arithmetic sign may
automatically evoke a network of facts. For example, the perception of
a ‘+’ or ‘-’ sign might pre-activate a network of additive or subtractive
facts that would have been built in declarative memory after years of
practice (Campbell and Xue, 2001; Ashcraft, 1992). Pre-activating such
a network would facilitate the retrieval of the answer from memory
when operands are presented. A second possibility is that an arithmetic
sign may prime a specific procedure that would have been “auto-
matized” after its repeated practice during arithmetic learning. For
instance, Fayol and Thevenot argued that perceiving a ‘+’ or ‘-’ sign
might trigger an automatized procedure that could be “linked to the
convocation of the mental number line and could correspond to a
preparation for a quick left-to-right or right-to-left browsing of this
mental line” (Fayol and Thevenot, 2012). This proposal echoes the idea
that adding or subtracting numbers involves rightward and leftward
shifts of attention from a source to a target number along a mental map
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of numbers oriented from left to right, i.e., the mental number line
(MNL) (Hubbard et al., 2005; Masson and Pesenti 2014; Mathieu et al.,
2016; Pinheiro-Chagas et al., 2017). Pre-activating such a procedure
would result in a facilitation of subsequent calculation when operands
are presented, thereby explaining the operator-priming effect.
Interestingly, two lines of evidence favor the procedural over the
declarative interpretation of the operator-priming effect. First, the effect
is not observed with the ‘×’ sign and multiplication problems (Roussel
et al., 2002; Fayol et al., 2012; Mathieu et al., 2017). Multiplication
problems, however, are explicitly learned by rote in school and multi-
plication is unanimously viewed as the operation having the strongest
association with a network of facts in memory (Campbell and Xue,
2001; Galfano et al., 2003; Thibodeau et al., 1996). Therefore, the lack
of operator-priming effect for multiplication problems is difficult to
reconcile with the idea that the effect is due to associations between
operators and networks of stored facts. Second, in line with Fayol and
Thevenot’s proposal that ‘+’ and ‘−’ signs may prime a spatial scan-
ning of the MNL, a recent study suggests that ‘+’ and ‘−’ signs do evoke
spatial intuitions. Specifically, Pinhas et al. (2014) found that, when
instructed to categorize ‘+’ and ‘−’ signs with left-hand or right-hand
responses, adults tend to respond faster to ‘+’ signs with the right hand
than with the left hand, whereas they tend to respond faster to ‘-’ signs
with the left hand than with the right hand (Pinhas et al., 2014). Thus,
‘+’ and ‘−’ signs appear to have some automatic associations with the
right and left sides of space, respectively.
Using fMRI, we recently found that such spatial associations may
stem from the fact that some arithmetic operators are automatically
processed in brain regions involved in spatial attention in adults. We
showed that the mere perception of a ‘+’ sign elicits greater activity
than the mere perception of a ‘×’ sign in brain regions underlying overt
spatial attention. These included the frontal eye fields (FEF) and the
posterior superior parietal lobule (PSPL) (Mathieu et al., 2017). Thus,
perceiving a ‘+’ sign (but not a ‘×’ sign) may be associated with a
deployment of spatial attention in educated adults. Therefore, the
rightward shifts of attention that have been posited to underlie addition
problem-solving (Hubbard et al., 2005; Masson and Pesenti 2014;
Mathieu et al., 2016) might be primed by the mere preview of the
addition sign (but not by the preview of a multiplication sign because
multiplication is typically learned by rote and unlikely to be associated
with movements along the MNL). Overall, there is mounting evidence
that at least some arithmetic operators (e.g., ‘+’ but not ‘×’ signs)
evoke spatial intuitions in adults, and that these intuitions may relate to
the operator-priming effect.
However, associations between operators and space are arguably
not innate. Therefore, a fundamental outstanding question is how and
when such associations emerge in the developing brain. To answer that
question, we studied 34 children from 3rd to 10th grade while they
performed 3 tasks. First, fMRI activity was measured while children
were instructed to make eye saccades towards visually presented tar-
gets. This allowed us to precisely localize several regions of interest
(ROIs) involved in spatial attention across children. Second, fMRI ac-
tivity was measured in these spatial attention ROIs while children were
presented with trials in which a ‘+’ sign was displayed without any
operands (hereafter addition sign-only trials). As in our previous study
in adults (Mathieu et al., accepted), activity during the perception of
addition sign-only trials was compared to activity associated with trials
in which a ‘×’ sign was displayed without any operands (hereafter
multiplication sign-only trials) because these do not appear to evoke any
specific intuitions in adults (Fayol and Thevenot 2012). This allowed us
to identify the spatial attention ROIs in which activity in response to a
‘+’ sign (as compared to a ‘×’ sign) increases with age and/or edu-
cation, as well as the developmental time course of these effects.1 Third,
outside of the scanner, we asked subjects to perform an operator-priming
task and measured the correlation between inter-individual differences
in the size of the operator-priming effect and inter-individual differences
in sign-related activity in spatial attention ROIs as a function of grade.
This allowed us to evaluate when sign-related activity in spatial at-
tention ROIs leads to an operator-priming effect in children.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Participants
Forty-two right-handed children from 3rd to 10th grade participated
in the study. All were native French speakers. Participants did not have
prior history of neurological disease, psychiatric disorders, learning
disabilities or attention deficits. All children and parents provided
written informed consent to participate in the study, which was ap-
proved by the local ethics committee (CPP Sud-Est-II). Families re-
ceived 80€ for their participation. Data from 8 subjects were excluded
because of excessive head-movement in the scanner (see criteria in the
Section 2.7., n = 3), poor whole-brain coverage (i.e. susceptibility ar-
tefacts from dental braces, n= 3) and unacceptably low performance
during the task (i.e., lower than 50% accuracy on the sign-plus-operand
trials, n = 2). Therefore, the final sample consisted of 34 children (20
males) from 3rd to 10th grade (age range: 8–15, mean age = 11.37,
SD = 1.84). For each child, a continuous measure of grade was calcu-
lated by taking into account the specific date within the grade year
when that child was scanned. The whole sample (n = 34) was evenly
split into three groups as a function of grade: 11 children were from the
‘lower grades’ group (grade 3.2–5.4; mean = 4.4), 11 children were
from the ‘intermediate grades’ group (grade 5.6–6.9; mean = 6.2), and
12 children were from the ‘higher grades’ group (grade 7.6–10.2;
mean = 8.5).
2.2. Standardized measures
Children were administered standardized tests of intellectual and
arithmetic abilities to ensure that there were no age differences with
respect to those measures. Full-scale IQ was measured using the NEMI-2
(Cognet, 2006). Basic arithmetic knowledge was evaluated with the
Math-Fluency subtest of the Woodcock-Johnson-III Tests of Achieve-
ment (WJ-III) (Woodcock et al., 2001). Across all participants, stan-
dardized (i.e., age-normalized) scores on IQ (mean = 112; SD = 10)
and Math Fluency (mean = 106; SD = 16) tests were within the
normal range. One-way ANOVAs with the between-subject factor group
(lower, intermediate, higher grades) revealed no main effect of group
on IQ (F(2,31) = 0.591, p = 0.560, BF10 = 0.29), indicating that age-
normalized intellectual abilities were similar across groups. However,
there was a main effect of group on Math Fluency (F(2,31) = 5.867,
p = 0.007, BF10 = 7.24): Children from intermediate grades had a
higher age-normalized score (mean = 118; SD = 18) than children
from lower (mean = 100; SD = 11) and higher grades (mean = 100;
SD = 13). Therefore, we included standardized Math-Fluency scores as
nuisance covariate in all of our analyses.
2.3. Behavioral session
After standardized testing, children participated in a behavioral
session during which they performed an operator-priming task adapted
from Fayol and Thevenot (2012) and Roussel et al. (2002). Children
were asked to evaluate 56 single-digit addition and 56 multiplication
1 Note that to induce an arithmetic context and disguise the goal of the experiment, we
also included trials in which a ‘ + ’ or a ‘ × ’ sign was followed 150 ms later by operands
(footnote continued)
and participants were asked to solve the problem. The low temporal resolution of fMRI,
however, makes it impossible to dissociate activity associated with the sign from activity
associated with operands in these problems. Therefore, they were simply designed to be
filler trials.
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problems composed of operands between 2 and 9. Problems were
presented in both commutative orders. Tie problems were excluded.
Problems with a sum smaller than or equal to 11 and a product smaller
or equal to 24 were considered small. Other problems were considered
large.
In each trial, a problem was presented with an answer (Fig. 1a). The
arithmetic sign was presented either 150 ms before (Negative SOA
condition) or at the same time (Null SOA condition) as the operands
(Fig. 1a). All problems were presented once in both SOA condition with
a valid answer. Twenty-eight addition and 28 multiplication problems
were also presented in both SOA condition with an invalid answer
(obtained by adding or subtracting 1 to or from the valid answer). Trials
were pseudorandomly ordered so that no more than three problems of
the same type appeared consecutively. Problems with an invalid answer
were randomly chosen across subjects and the order of blocks was
counter-balanced between subjects. The experiment started with 8
practice trials.
The experiment was controlled by Presentation software
(Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA). Problems were displayed in
white Arial 60-point font on a black background. All trials started with
the presentation of a white central fixation dot for 1500 ms, im-
mediately followed by a red central fixation dot for 1000 ms signaling
that the problem was about to be presented, either in the negative SOA
condition or in the null SOA condition (Fig. 1a). Subjects had a max-
imum of 5000 ms to evaluate whether the response was valid or invalid
as quickly as possible by pressing one of two keys on the computer
keyboard.
2.4. fMRI session
During fMRI scanning, children performed a spatial attention
localizer task and an arithmetic task. The spatial attention localizer task
consisted in alternating blocks of fixation and saccades. During saccade
blocks (n = 9), participants were asked to make saccades towards
several successive target dots. Each saccade block contained 16 target
dots (0.2° visual angle) that appeared at random positions with an ec-
centricity of 3°, 3.5°, 4°, 4.5°, 5° or 5.5° in the left or right visual field for
an average of 800 ms (with a jitter of± 200 ms). During fixation blocks
(n = 9), participants were asked to maintain fixation on a central dot
for 12,800 ms. Block order was counterbalanced across children.
During the arithmetic task, children were presented with sign-only
and sign-plus-operands versions of addition and multiplication trials
(Fig. 1b). Each trial started with the presentation of either a ‘+’ or a ‘×’
sign at the center of the screen for 150 ms. In sign-only trials (n = 30),
the trial ended with the presentation of the sign and was simply fol-
lowed by the inter-trial period of fixation (see below). These sign-only
trials were our trials of interest and allowed us to isolate neural activity
due to the presentation of a sign alone. We also included in the ex-
periment sign-plus-operands trials (n = 50). In those filler trials, the ‘+’
or ‘×’ sign was immediately followed by a single-digit addition or
multiplication problem (respectively) presented with an answer. Par-
ticipants were asked to indicate whether the answer was true or false.
The goal of these filler trials (for which associated activity would be
difficult to interpret because any effects could be attributable to the
anticipatory presentation of the operator, the appearance of the oper-
ands, or a combination of both of these factors) was only to keep
children engaged and attentive in the scanner. They also induced an
arithmetic context, thereby ensuring that the ‘+’ and ‘×’ signs pre-
sented in sign-only trials were perceived as arithmetic signs. Problems in
sign-plus-operand trials were constructed following the same criteria as
in the behavioral session. Finally, the baseline consisted in trials in
which the arithmetic sign was replaced by an abstract non-arithmetic
Fig. 1. Experimental design. (a) During the behavioral session, children (n= 34) were asked to evaluate the result of single-digit addition and multiplication problems. For both
operations, the arithmetic sign was presented either 150 ms before (negative SOA trials), or at the same time as the operands (null SOA trials). (b) In the scanner, children (n = 34)
performed an arithmetic task during which they were presented with sign-only (left) and sign-plus-operands (right) addition, multiplication and baseline trials. In each trial, a sign (‘+’, ‘×’
or ‘◊’) was presented at the center of the screen for 150 ms. In sign-only trials, the trial ended with the presentation of the sign and was simply followed by the inter-trial period of fixation.
In sign-plus-operands trials (filler trials), the ‘+’ or ‘×’ sign was immediately followed by a single-digit addition or multiplication problem (respectively) presented along an answer and the
‘◊’ sign was followed by 3 letters. In those cases, children had 5000 ms to evaluate whether the answer of the problem was true or false or to indicate whether one of the 3 letters was a B.
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sign (i.e., ‘◊’). We included 30 baseline sign-only trials (in which the ‘◊’
sign was presented in isolation) and 50 baseline sign-plus-operand trials
(in which the ‘◊’ sign was followed by 3 letters and participants had to
indicate whether one of these letters was a B). All trials were followed
by a variable period of visual fixation ranging from 3000 ms to
3800 ms. That period consisted in a central white fixation dot that
turned red 1000 ms before the onset of the next trial. The arithmetic
task was decomposed in 4 functional runs. All trials were intermixed
and the timing and order of trial presentation within each run was
optimized for estimation efficiency using optseq2 (http://surfer.nmr.
mgh.harvard.edu/optseq/). Behavioral responses were recorded using
an MR-compatible response device.
Stimuli were generated using Presentation software
(Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA). Prior scanning, children were
familiarized with the fMRI environment during a practice session that
took place after the standardized testing and the behavioral session.
During this practice session, children learned to minimize head move-
ment in a mock fMRI scanner. The actual scanning session took place no
more than 3 weeks after the practice session.
2.5. Behavioral analyses
RT data associated with the operator-priming task were normalized
using a logarithmic transformation prior all analyses to improve the
conformity of the data to the standard assumptions of parametric
testing. Following Fayol and Thevenot (2012), mean RT was analyzed
using planned comparisons that followed from a within-subject ANOVA
with the factors Operation (Addition/Multiplication) and SOA (Nega-
tive/Null), conducted separately for each group. We report for all ef-
fects the corresponding Bayes factors (BF10), indicating the strength of
evidence for the alternative hypothesis (H1) relative to the null hy-
pothesis (H0). Substantial evidence in favor of the alternative hypoth-
esis is typically suggested by a BF10 greater than 3 (Jeffreys 1961;
Dienes, 2011).
2.6. fMRI data acquisition
Images were collected with a Siemens Prisma 3T MRI scanner
(Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) at the CERMEP Imagerie du
vivant in Lyon, France. The BOLD signal was measured with a sus-
ceptibility weighted single-shot EPI sequence. Imaging parameters were
as follows: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 24 ms, flip angle = 80°, matrix
size = 128 × 120, field of view = 220 × 206 mm, slice thick-
ness = 3 mm (0.48 mm gap), number of slices = 32. A high-resolution
T1-weighted whole-brain anatomical volume was also collected for
each participant. Parameters were as follows: TR = 3500 ms,
TE = 2.24 ms, flip angle = 8°, matrix size = 256 × 256, field of
view = 224 × 224 mm, slice thickness = 0.9 mm, number of
slices = 192.
2.7. fMRI preprocessing
Data analysis was performed using SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.
ac.uk/spm). Functional images were corrected for slice acquisition de-
lays and spatially realigned to the first image of the first run. Images
were then spatially smoothed with a Gaussian filter equal to twice the
voxel size. ArtRepair was used to help remove motion from the func-
tional images prior to normalization (Mazaika et al., 2009). Volumes
with rapid scan-to-scan movements of greater than 1.5 mm were re-
paired by interpolation of the two nearest non-repaired scans. Each run
with more than 5% of the total number of volumes replaced was re-
moved from the analyses. A subject was excluded from further analysis
if more than one run was removed. The number of volumes replaced did
not differ between grade groups (F(2,31) = 2.20; p= 0.13). Finally,
functional images were normalized into the standard MNI space (nor-
malized voxel size, 2 × 2 × 3.5 mm3).
2.8. fMRI processing
Event-related statistical analysis was performed according to the
general linear model (GLM). For the localizer task, brain activity as-
sociated with saccades and fixation blocks was modeled as epochs with
onsets and offsets time-locked to the beginning and the end of each
block. Each epoch was convolved with a canonical hemodynamic re-
sponse function (HRF) and the time series data from each run were
high-pass filtered (1/128 Hz). Finally, serial correlations were corrected
using an autoregressive AR(1) model. Following our previous study
using the same task in adults (Mathieu et al., 2017), brain activity as-
sociated with sign-only trials during the arithmetic task was estimated
using a finite impulse response (FIR) model. We modeled 8 time points
with an interval of 2 s (corresponding to one TR) ranging from the onset
of the sign to 16 s after the sign. The magnitude of the fMRI response for
each type of sign-only trial was calculated by subtracting activity at the
onset of the sign (i.e., 1st bin, or 0 s after the onset) from the peak
activity (i.e., 4th bin, or∼8 s after the onset). The time series data from
each run were high-pass filtered (1/128 Hz), and serial correlations
were corrected using an autoregressive AR(1) model.
2.9. Region of interest (ROI) definition and analyses
The present study used a Region-of-Interest (ROI) approach to
analyze brain activity associated with sign-only trials in brain regions
involved in the orienting of spatial attention in children. All ROIs were
independently defined using the contrast of saccades versus fixation
blocks in the spatial attention localizer task. All subject-specific con-
trasts were entered into a random effect (RFX) one-sample t-test across
subjects. The RFX contrast map was then thresholded across the whole-
brain using an uncorrected voxel-level threshold of p < 0.001 and a
false-discovery-rate (FDR) corrected cluster-level threshold of
p < 0.05 (Chumbley and Friston 2009). Using the SPM toolbox
Marsbar (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/), ROIs were defined as 6-mm
radius spheres around the peak coordinate of each region.
Within each ROI and for each participant, we calculated the average
response (parameter estimates) for ‘+’ signs using the contrast of ad-
dition sign-only trials versus baseline sign-only trials. Similarly, we cal-
culated the average response for ‘×’ signs using the contrast of multi-
plication sign-only trials versus baseline sign-only trials. Two analyses
were performed in each ROI. First, we identified the ROI(s) in which a
difference in fMRI activity between ‘+’ and ‘×’ signs emerged
throughout age and/or education, using a 3 × 2 ANOVA with the be-
tween-subject factor group (lower/intermediate/higher grades) and the
within-subject factor sign (‘+’/‘×’). Second, we tested in these ROIs
whether inter-individual differences in the fMRI response to an ar-
ithmetic sign were correlated with inter-individual differences in the
size of the operator-priming effect (measured in the behavioral session)
for each group. In all analyses, we report uncorrected P values as well as
P values corrected for multiple comparisons across all identified ROIs
using the Bonferroni procedure. Bayes factor are also reported.
3. Results
3.1. The spatial localizer task activates a brain network encompassing
frontal, parietal, occipital and hippocampal regions
Contrasting saccades to fixation blocks in the spatial attention lo-
calizer task, we first identified 10 clusters supporting the orienting of
spatial attention across subjects: the bilateral Frontal Eye Field (FEF),
bilateral Posterior Superior Parietal Lobule (PSPL), bilateral Middle
Temporal Gyri (MTG), bilateral Middle Occipital Gyri (MOG), right
dorsal Inferior Frontal Gyrus (dIFG), and right Hippocampus (see
Table 1 and Fig. 2). Therefore, a large brain network was involved in
the orienting of spatial attention across subjects. Each of these regions
served as an ROI in subsequent analyses.
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3.2. The right hippocampus region identified by the spatial localizer task is
increasingly activated in response to a ‘+’ sign but not to a ‘×’ sign
throughout age and/or education
A 3 × 2 ANOVA with the between-subject factor group (lower/in-
termediate/higher grades) and the within-subject factor sign (‘+’/‘×’)
was then conducted in each of the 10 ROIs identified by the spatial
attention localizer. We found an interaction between group and sign in
the right hippocampus (F(2.30) = 6.75, p = 0.0038, pcorr = 0.038;
Fig. 3a and b), but not in any other ROIs (all Fs < 3.44, all
ps > 0.046, all pscorr > 0.46). Bayes Factor analysis indicated sub-
stantial evidence for this interaction in the right hippocampus
(BF10 = 11.53), while no or anecdotal evidence for such an interaction
was found in the other ROIs (BF10 < 1.63). Follow-up t-tests in the
hippocampus ROI revealed that children from higher grades (average
grade = 8.5) exhibited greater activity for addition than multiplication
sign-only trials (t11 = 3.02, p= 0.012), whereas there was no difference
between signs in children from intermediate grades (average
grade = 6.2) (t10 = 0.87, p= 0.41) and even a trend for less activity
for addition than multiplication sign-only trials in children from lower
grades (average grade = 4.4) (t10 = 2.22, p= 0.051). Bayes Factor
analysis indicated substantial evidence for a difference of activity be-
tween addition and multiplication sign-only trials in children from
higher grades (BF10 = 5.21), but evidence for this difference was ab-
sent in intermediate grades (BF10 = 0.41) and anecdotal in lower
grades (BF10 = 1.69). Finally, across all groups, addition sign-only trials
were associated with greater activity than baseline sign-only trials in
children from higher grades (t11 = 2.63, p = 0.023), but not in any
other groups (all ts < 1.32, all ps > 0.21). Multiplication sign-only
trials were associated with greater activity than baseline sign-only trials
in none of the groups (all ts < 1.38, all ps > 0.20). Bayes Factor
analysis indicated substantial evidence for a difference between addi-
tion sign-only trials and baseline sign-only trials in children from higher
grades (BF10 = 3.00), but no or anecdotal evidence in the other groups
(all BF10s < 0.60) and for multiplication sign-only trials (all
BF10s < 0.63). Overall, then, a difference in fMRI response to a ‘+’
Table 1
Brain regions that were activated during the spatial attention localizer task. Each of these
regions constituted an ROI.




L. Middle Occipital Gyrus 17 24640 −24 −96 10 5.37
R. Middle Occipital Gyrus/
Calcarine
18 – 14 −92 2 4.77
L. Frontal Eye Field 6 5824 −34 −8 55 5.34
R. Middle Temporal Gyrus 21 9534 54 −52 13 4.68
R. Frontal Eye Field 6 5166 28 −4 48 4.65
R. Posterior Superior
Parietal Lobule
7 5250 18 −66 66 4.61
L. Posterior Superior
Parietal Lobule
7 3178 −22 −64 66 4.58
L. dorsal Inferior Frontal
Gyrus
6/44 1316 56 10 20 4.52
L. Middle Temporal Gyrus 21 3626 −50 −54 13 4.33
R. Hippocampus – 630 24 −16 −18 3.48
L. = left; R. = right; ∼BA = approximate Brodmannʼs area; MNI = Montreal
Neurological Institute.
Fig. 2. Brain regions activated in the spatial attention localizer task. Brain regions that were more activated during saccades than fixation blocks. Activations are overlaid on slices of the
MNI-normalized anatomical brain. PSPL, Posterior Superior Parietal Lobule; FEF, Frontal Eye Field; MTG, Middle Temporal Gyrus; dIFG, dorsal Inferior Frontal Gyrus; MOG, Middle
Occipital Gyrus.; HIPP, Hippocampus.
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and a ‘×’ sign emerged throughout age and/or education in the right
hippocampus.
The findings above were confirmed by an additional correlation
analysis in which grade was treated as a continuous predictor across all
subjects. The difference in activity between addition and multiplication
sign-only trials was positively correlated with grade in the right hip-
pocampus (r = 0.53, p = 0.001, pcorr = 0.01; Fig. 3c). No other sig-
nificant grade-related changes were found in any other regions (all
rs < 0.38, all ps > 0.03, all pscorr > 0.30). Bayes Factor analysis
indicated substantial evidence for this correlation in the right hippo-
campus (BF10 = 20.97), but no or anecdotal evidence in any other ROIs
(all BF10s < 2.03). In the right hippocampus, the correlation between
grade and the contrast of addition sign-only trials versus baseline sign-
only trials, was also near significance (r = 0.33, p = 0.056;
BF10 = 1.22).2 The correlation between grade and the contrast of
multiplication sign-only trials versus baseline sign-only trials, however,
was not significant (r =−0.18, p = 0.32; BF10 = 0.35).
3.3. Spatial hippocampal activity in response to a ‘+’ sign relates to an
addition-priming effect in children from higher grades
We then tested whether the hippocampal response to a ‘+’ sign
observed in children from higher grades was related to the operator-
priming effect. To this aim, each child performed a version of the op-
erator-priming task outside of the scanner (see Fig. 1a).
First, we tested whether the results obtained by Fayol and Thevenot
(2012) in adults (i.e., an operator-priming effect for addition but not for
multiplication across subjects) could be extended to our children par-
ticipants. Because children from lower grades had a performance close
to chance on large problems (58%), we exclusively focused our analyses
on small problems for which accuracy was significantly above chance in
all groups (lower grades: 80%, intermediate grades: 92%, higher
grades: 96%). Planned comparisons revealed an operator-priming effect
for addition in children from higher grades (1491 ms versus 1577 ms; F
(1,11) = 8.11, p = 0.016), but not in children from lower grades
(2289 ms versus 2417 ms; F(1,10) = 2.66, p = 0.134) and intermediate
grades (1530 versus 1509 ms; F(1,10) = 0.01, p = 0.941). No operator-
priming effect for multiplication was observed in any groups (lower
grades: F(1,10) = 3.50, p = 0.091; intermediate grades: F(1,10)
= 1.52, p = 0.246; higher grades: F(1,11) = 0.14, p = 0.715). Bayes
Factor analysis indicated substantial evidence for an operator-priming
effect with addition problems in children from higher grades
(BF10 = 4.08), but no evidence in children from intermediate
(BF10 = 0.30) and lower (BF10 = 0.83) grades. There was also no or
anecdotal evidence for an operator-priming effect with multiplication
problems in any group (higher grades: BF10 = 0.31; intermediate
grades: BF10 = 0.55; lower grades: BF10 = 1.09).
Second, we tested whether the size of the operator-priming effect in
children (measured on small problems) was correlated to the magnitude
of the response for addition sign-only trials versus baseline sign-only
trials in the right hippocampus. Such a correlation was found to be
highly significant in children from higher grades (r = 0.82,
p = 0.0012, Fig. 4), surviving Bonferroni correction for multiple com-
parisons between the two conditions and across the three groups
(pcorr = 0.007). That is, children from higher grades who show greater
responses to ‘+’ signs in the right hippocampus are those who show
larger operator-priming effect with addition problems. No significant
correlation was found in children from lower (r = 0.15, p = 0.66
Fig. 4) and intermediate (r = 0.24, p = 0.48, Fig. 4) grades. Bayes
Factor analysis indicated substantial evidence for the correlation in
children from higher grades (BF10 = 38.15), but no evidence in
Fig. 3. Grade-related changes of activity in the right hippocampus.
(a) Location of the right hippocampus ROI overlaid on a coronal slice of the MNI-normalized anatomical brain. (b) Activity in the right Hippocampus for addition versus baseline sign-only
trials (red) and multiplication versus baseline sign-only trials (blue) in children from lower (n = 11; grade 3.2–5.4; mean grade = 4.4; mean age = 9.4), intermediate (n = 11; grade
5.6–6.9; mean grade = 6.2; mean age = 11.1) and higher grades (n = 12; grade 7.6–10.2; mean grade = 8.5; mean age = 13.4). (c) Difference in activity between addition and
multiplication sign-only trials over grade in the right Hippocampus. *p < 0.05; r represents the Pearson correlation coefficient.
2 There was a tendency for a correlation between grade and activity associated with
addition sign-only trials (versus fixation) in the right hippocampus (r= 0.29, p= 0.09;
BF10 = 0.82), but no correlation for baseline sign-only trials (versus fixation) (r=−0.10,
p = 0.58; BF10 = 0.25). Thus, the correlation between grade and the contrast of addition
sign-only trials versus baseline sign-only trials was more likely driven by changes of ac-
tivity in addition sign-only trials than in baseline sign-only trials.
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children from lower (BF10 = 0.40) and intermediate (BF10 = 0.46)
grades. There was also no significant (and anecdotal evidence for a)
correlation between the operator-priming effect for addition problems
and the fMRI response to multiplication sign-only trials (compared to
baseline sign-only trials) in the right hippocampus, in any of the groups
(lower grades: r = 0.06, p = 0.87, BF10 = 0.37; intermediate grades:
r = 0.32, p = 0.34, BF10 = 0.56; higher grades: r = 0.51, p = 0.09,
BF10 = 1.28). Therefore, not only did we observe an operator-priming
effect for addition in the only group in which we also observed a greater
hippocampal response to ‘+’ than ‘×’ signs (i.e., children from higher
grades), but inter-individual differences in the size of the operator-
priming effect in that group was also related to hippocampal activity.
Third, we tested whether the correlation between the operator-
priming effect and the contrast of addition sign-only trials versus base-
line sign-only trials increased over grade. This was done by transforming
the correlation coefficient in each group to a Fischer’s z score before
comparing the groups using the cocor package (Diedenhofen and
Musch, 2015). Although the correlation was not greater in children
from intermediate than lower grades (z= 0.19, p = 0.43, one-tailed),
it was significantly greater in children from higher than lower grades
(z = 2.07, p= 0.019, one-tailed) and in children from higher than in-
termediate grades (z = 1.88, p = 0.030, one-tailed). Therefore, this
brain-behavior correlation increased over grade.
4. Discussion
In the present study, we used fMRI and a cross-sectional design to
investigate (i) how and when spatial processing related to the percep-
tion of an addition sign emerges in the developing brain, and (ii) to
what extent it contributes to the emergence of an operator-priming ef-
fect.
4.1. The mere perception of a ‘+’ sign is associated with increased
hippocampal spatial activity throughout age and/or education
It has been shown that the processing of a ‘+’ sign is associated with
the right side of space (Pinhas et al., 2014) and activates brain regions
involved in overt spatial attention in adults (Mathieu et al., 2017).
Therefore, we expected arithmetic learning to be associated with in-
creased recruitment of brain regions involved in spatial attention in
response to the perception of a ‘+’ sign throughout age and/or edu-
cation in children. This was the case in a region of the right hippo-
campus that we identified in our spatial attention localizer task.
Therefore, it is possible that hippocampal spatial mechanisms may
scaffold the progressive association between an arithmetic operator
(i.e., a ‘+’ sign) and spatial intuitions throughout age and/or education.
There is increasing evidence that the hippocampal formation, and
particularly the right hippocampus, may house a ‘sense of space’
(Buffalo, 2015). Specifically, the right hippocampus has been ex-
tensively reported to support spatial representation and navigation in
humans (Maguire et al., 1998; Burgess et al., 2002) as well as in non-
human primates and rodents (O'keefe and Nadel 1978; Bird and Burgess
2008). For example, the hippocampus is typically activated when
human participants learn to navigate through a mental representation
of space (i.e., mental scanning) (Mellet et al., 2002; Spiers and Maguire
2006). Interestingly, a recent study in monkeys demonstrated that
neurons in the hippocampal formation may encode the direction of
overt (Killian et al., 2015) as well as covert (Wilming et al., 2015) shifts
of attention. Therefore, the hippocampal formation is likely a critical
region for both representing a mental map of space and navigating
along that map (Killian et al., 2012; Meister and Buffalo, 2016).
Why would such a hippocampal spatial navigation mechanism be
increasingly recruited by the mere perception of a’+’ sign throughout
age and/or education? One possibility is that this mechanism might
enable children to construct a detailed representation of numbers in
mental space, as well as to navigate along that mental representation.
Indeed, there is overwhelming evidence that numbers of increasing size
are organized along a left-to-right mental map (i.e., the MNL) in adults
(Fischer and Shaki 2014). This spatial representation may enable in-
dividuals to add or subtract numbers by navigating from a source to a
target number to the left or right of that MNL. This is supported by
behavioral studies showing that addition and subtraction problem-sol-
ving is associated with rightward and leftward shifts of attention
(Masson and Pesenti 2014; Mathieu et al., 2016), as well as by a neu-
roimaging study indicating an overlap between the brain regions in-
volved in overt shifts of attention and those involved in arithmetic
calculation in adults (Knops et al., 2009). Such strategies may be ac-
quired early by children, sometimes even explicitly in the classroom
where addition and subtraction is often demonstrated on visual number
lines. Yet, it is only with practice that they might become progressively
attached to and evoked by an arithmetic operator such as a ‘+’, which
might explain the grade-related increases of activity in this region in
response to the ‘+’ sign (and the fact that it is only by 7th grade that
children exhibit significant activity in response to that sign).
4.2. Hippocampal spatial activity in response to a ‘+’ sign relates to the
operator-priming effect in children from higher grades
A critical question is to what extent this automatic processing of a
‘+’ sign in hippocampal spatial mechanisms is associated with chil-
dren’s behavior. To answer this question, we asked all children to
perform a version of the operator-priming task developed by Fayol and
Thevenot (2012) and Roussel et al. (2002). First, we replicated the
operator-priming effect observed in adults with addition problems (i.e., a
facilitation of problem-solving when the operator is presented 150 ms
before the operands), but only in children from higher grades (after
around 7th grade). Like in adults, this effect was specific to addition
problems and not observed with multiplication problems. Thus, the
perception of a ‘+’ sign (but not that of a ‘×’ sign) appears to pre-
activate a process that is likely used to solve the subsequent problem in
Fig. 4. Hippocampus brain-behavior correlation over grade.
Activity in the right hippocampus in response to addition sign-only trials versus baseline sign-only trials as a function of the operator-priming effect calculated in the behavioral session for
addition problems in children from lower (n = 11; grade 3.2–5.4; mean grade = 4.4; mean age = 9.4), intermediate (n = 11; grade 5.6–6.9; mean grade = 6.2; mean age = 11.1) and
higher grades (n = 12; grade 7.6–10.2; mean grade = 8.5; mean age = 13.4). r represents the Pearson correlation coefficient.
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children from higher grades. More central to our current interest, we
found that the size of the operator-priming effect in these children was
highly correlated with the degree of activation of hippocampal spatial
mechanisms in response to a ‘+’ sign. This indicates that hippocampal
spatial activity may be at the source of the operator priming-effect in
older children, perhaps because these children might prepare for an
attentional movement along the MNL as soon as a ‘+’ sign is presented.
Because no brain-behavior correlation was observed in younger chil-
dren, extensive practice might be needed before such mechanisms are
triggered by the mere perception of the sign.
4.3. Hippocampal spatial activity in response to a ‘+’ sign is transient in
development
Strikingly, the spatial brain mechanisms that respond to the mere
perception of a ‘+’ sign appear to be different in children and adults.
That is, albeit we found increased hippocampal spatial activity
throughout age and/or education in the present study, we did not
identify these mechanisms in our previous study in adult participants
using the exact same task (Mathieu et al., 2017). Rather, we found
increased activity in response to a ‘+’ sign in neocortical regions of the
FEF and PSPL in adults. Therefore, the contribution of the hippocampus
to the automatic processing of a ‘+’ sign is likely transient. Such a
transient involvement of the hippocampus is consistent with a wealth of
studies that have demonstrated that the spatial representations initially
supported by the hippocampus during learning become independent
from this brain structure over experience and transferred to neocortical
regions (Rosenbaum et al., 2004; Hirshhorn et al., 2012b). For example,
longitudinal studies demonstrate that right hippocampal activity asso-
ciated with learning to mentally navigate through a new environment
disappears and is replaced by neocortical activity when individuals
become familiar with that environment (Spiers and Maguire 2007;
Hirshhorn et al., 2012a). It is possible that the same phenomenon is at
play here: The hippocampus may be involved in the early representa-
tion of (and navigation along) the MNL before that representation is
transferred to neocortical regions of the fronto-parietal cortex. Future
investigations with a wider age sample than in the present study are
needed to test this hypothesis.
4.4. Can right hippocampal involvement in the present study reflect
mnemonic operations involved in learning arithmetic?
Although there is no doubt that the hippocampus supports spatial
processing (Burgess et al., 2002; Spiers and Maguire 2007), this brain
structure is also well known to support the encoding and consolidation
of verbal declarative knowledge into long-term memory (Eichenbaum,
2004). In fact, previous developmental studies have largely explained
the involvement of the hippocampus during arithmetic learning by re-
ferring to its role in declarative memory rather than spatial processing
(Rivera et al., 2005; De Smedt et al., 2011; Cho et al., 2011, 2012; Qin
et al., 2014). This interpretation relies on the claim that results of well-
practiced arithmetic facts (e.g., 2 + 3 or 4 × 2) might become pro-
gressively retrieved from memory (rather than calculated) over the
course of learning and development (Campbell and Xue, 2001). The
hippocampus might thus support the encoding and consolidation of
networks of arithmetic facts in children.
Can the role of the hippocampus in declarative memory explain the
operator-specific activity over grade (and correlation with the operator-
priming effect) observed in the region of the right hippocampus iden-
tified by our spatial localizer task? We acknowledge that we did not
have a task identifying processes involved in declarative memory. Thus,
even if the right hippocampus is usually more associated with spatial
than mnemonic processes (Burgess et al., 2002), it is possible that the
hippocampal cluster that we identified as being involved in spatial
processing may also be involved in some aspects of declarative memory.
One might thus argue that grade-related increases of activity in relation
to ‘+’ signs reflect the progressive association between a ‘+’ and a
network of additive facts. This explanation, however, can be ruled out
by an examination of activity related to ‘×’ signs. Because single-digit
multiplication problems are almost exclusively learned by rote in
school, multiplication is the operation that is perhaps the most asso-
ciated with a network of stored facts in the literature (Campbell and
Xue, 2001). Thus, if increased hippocampal activity in relation to ‘+’
signs were due to the progressive building of a network of additive
facts, increased activity in that same region should have been observed
during the perception of ‘×’ signs (perhaps even more so for the per-
ception of ‘+’ signs). Yet, this is not the case. Not only did we not find
any grade-related increase of activity for ‘×’ signs in the hippocampal
cluster identified by our spatial localizer task, but activity was sig-
nificantly greater for ‘+’ than ‘×’ signs in higher graders (who are as
proficient in single-digit multiplication as addition). Similarly, no op-
erator-priming effect was observed for multiplication problems in higher
graders, indicating that the operator-priming effect observed for addi-
tion is likely to have little to do with the pre-activation of a network of
stored facts (because this should be also observed for multiplication).
Therefore, the specificity of our results to ‘+’ signs (as compared to ‘×’
signs) in the right hippocampus ROI makes it very unlikely that our
results are related to mnemonic operations. In our view, emerging as-
sociations between ‘+’ signs and spatial intuitions related to the MNL
are the best explanation of the effects reported here.
Of course, the fact that the role of the hippocampus in declarative
memory is unlikely to explain our operator-specific findings in the right
hippocampus ROI does not mean that hippocampal mechanisms sup-
porting mnemonic operations do not contribute to arithmetic learning.
Instead, they indicate that the hippocampus might contribute to ar-
ithmetic learning through its role in both declarative memory and
spatial processing. Interestingly, the operator-specific activity observed
in our (spatially localized) right hippocampal cluster is not observed in
a mirror (left lateralized) cluster that is not activated in the localizer
contrast (see Supplementary information). In that mirror region, no
difference was observed between activity related to ‘+’ and ‘×’ signs in
any group of children (and left hippocampal activity was not related to
the operator-priming effect). Thus, the developmental effect reported
here appears to be restricted to the right hippocampus. This specificity
suggests that the observed developmental changes in the right hippo-
campus may not simply reflect general brain maturation but rather
mechanisms that are specific to arithmetic learning.
4.5. Limitations
It is worth acknowledging here 2 potential limitations of the present
work. First, as is the case for any cross-sectional fMRI studies, our study
is correlational in nature. Thus, although our findings are consistent
with the idea that the right hippocampus might scaffold the progressive
association between (at least some) arithmetic operators and space
throughout age and/or education, future studies might specifically in-
vestigate the causal role of these hippocampal mechanisms. Second, our
finding of a correlation between grade and the processing of an addition
sign in the right hippocampus (see Fig. 3C) relies on a relatively large
sample size of 34 children. However, other findings involve subgroups
of participants and therefore rely on smaller sample sizes. In particular,
null findings in relation to these subgroups might be difficult to inter-
pret because of potential lack of power. For example, whereas we found
an operator-priming effect in children from higher grades and no effect
in children from intermediate grades, there was no significant differ-
ence between these groups in terms of response times in negative SOA
trials (1491 ms versus 1530 ms; t21 = 0.21; p = 0.84; BF10 = 0.39).
Behavioral studies focusing on the operator-priming effect in children
might test whether this difference emerges with larger sample sizes.
More generally, future studies are needed to improve our understanding
of the present results.
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5. Conclusion
In sum, our findings suggest that the right hippocampus might
contribute to the progressive association between (at least some) ar-
ithmetic operators and space throughout age and/or education.
Therefore, our study raises the possibility that increased hippocampal
activity during arithmetic learning in children may be explained by the
role of this structure in spatial representations as well as in declarative
memory.
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